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Climate

need to cut its carbon emissions by 5500 billion

Change is real and it’s affecting our

tons.2

planet, but is climate change really affecting the
Climate diplomacy? The American withdrawal

The American withdrawal from Paris

from the Paris Agreement by President Trump,

Agreement is to be viewed in the context that the

however, indicates otherwise. On 01 June, 2017

United States is the second highest emitter of

President Trump withdrew from the Paris

carbon emissions at present. However, last year,

Climate Agreement. It is noteworthy that the

the Obama administration had promised to cut

Paris Agreement had come into force only last

down the carbon emissions by 26%-28% from

year on04November, 2016. So far 152 members

the 2005 levels by the year 2025.3 He had also

have ratified the Paris Agreement and two other

invested $500 million to Green Climate Fund

countries such as Nicaragua, Syria has already

(GCF) to safeguard the Paris Deal.4 The GCF is a

pulled out of the Agreement.1

global initiative to tackle climate change by
investing into low carbon emissions and climate

The Paris Agreement builds on the United

adaptation of the developing countries. The

Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Fund's financial investments are in the form of

Change, (UNFCC), which had evaluated the

guarantees equity, grants, and loans.5 Through

percentage for deductions of carbon emissions

the GCF, the developed countries had promised

for each member country. The convention had

to invest $100 billion by the year 2020 in order

argued that the reduction in the carbon

to help the developing countries to tackle climate

emissions by every country would result in a fall

change. Towards this, the US had pledged about

of carbon emissions by 56 billion tons till 2030. It

$3 billion; it had also delivered $1 billion for

has been further argued that, in order to keep a

GCF.6

check in global temperature, each country should
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Now, with the current US President
abandoning

Paris

Climate

Agreement,
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energy have not been affected by the exit. After

the

the withdrawal of President Trump from the

continuity of US finances for the GCF and the gap

Paris agreement, United States had proposed to

in total reduction target of carbon emissions

export more renewable and technologies to

would likely to be a concern for other countries.

India. Along with clean coal and natural gas, to

The question arises, as to how to address the

support India’s clean energy commitment. The

issue of these gap created by the withdrawing

United States also proposed to export more

countries.

liquefied natural gas (LNG) to India and
negotiations are still in process for this

Impacting US-India Relations?

proposal.9India has long-term gas import deals

Recently, President Trump had expressed a

with the United States. State-run GAIL made a

harsher tone for India regarding its contribution

contract to buy 3.5 million tons per annum from

to tackling the Climate Change. He had expressed

Cheniere Energy. The supplies are expected to

that India is seeking profit from the Paris Climate

reach from next year. The India-US Liquefied

Accord. He further stated that India, Russia, and

Natural Gas trade will increase by $40 billion.10

China were investing too little in the GCF, which

Additionally, the US Export-Import Bank,

financially supports other developing and least

which is an independent Executive Branch and

developing countries, in tackling the Climate

the official export credit agency, had given India

Change. 7 Additionally, the burden which the

modified loans to buy American renewable

three withdrawing countries had created, most

energy technology, continuing from Obama

significantly by the US, as its contribution is the

Presidency.11 All this has not changed under the

most further compels the more developing

new Trump Administration.

countries such as India and China to fill the gap,
especially in term of finances. Thus, with the
principle

of

‘common

differentiated

leaders during Prime Minister Modi's visit to the

responsibilities,' it had been argued by the

US did not include Paris Climate Agreement and

various

the

Green Climate Fund directly. The only key

greater

takeaways of this visit regarding India-US energy

responsibility for the Green House Gases

and climate deal were on the strategic energy

emissions.8

partnership and financial support of energy

other

developed

UNFCC

nations

but

The joint statement given by the two

members

should

take

that

projects by Multilateral Development Banks.

It was suspected that these divergences

One can argue that it was mature for the two

might create a rift in the US-India relations.

leaders not to open a dialogue regarding Paris

However, the US-India relations concerning clean
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Agreement and more specifically on the Green
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Climate Fund.

The ratification of the Paris

Agreement gives responsibility to India to reach

promised to produce 53% of power from
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